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ON fc-PLY DOMATIC NUMBERS OF GRAPHS 
BOHDAN ZELINKA 
In the paper we shall generalize the domatic number of a graph introduced by 
E.J . C o c k a y n e and S. T. H e d e t n i e m i [1]. 
Let G be an undirected graph without loops and multiple edges, let k be 
a positive integer. A k-ply dominating set in G is a subset D of the vertex set V(G) 
of G with the property that to each vertex xe V(G) — D there exist pairwise 
distinct vertices yu •••, y* of D which are all adjacent to x. A k-ply domatic 
partition of G is a partition of V(G), all of whose classes are k-ply dominating sets 
in G. The maximum number of classes of a k-ply domatic partition of G is called 
the k-ply domatic number of G and denoted by dk(G). 
The k-ply domatic number is defined for every graph G and every positive 
integer k, because in every graph there exists at least one k-ply domatic partition 
for every k, namely the partition consisting of one class. 
The k-ply domatic number dk(G) of G is to be distinguished from the k-domatic 
number dk(G) of G introduced in [3]. 
For k = 1 the concepts of a k-ply dominating set, a k-ply domatic partition and 
a k-ply domatic number are the usual concepts of a dominating set, a domatic 
partition and a domatic number, as they are used in [1]. 
We shall describe some properties of k-ply domatic numbers of graphs. 
Proposition 1. Let G be an undirected graph, let k, I be two positive integers. Let 
i 
Du ..., Dt be pairwise disjoint k-ply dominating sets in G. Then U f t is a kl-ply 
dominating set in G. 
i 
Proof. Denote D = UD- . Let x e V(G)-D. As the sets Du ..., D, are k-ply 
i = i 
dominating, for each i = 1, ..., / there exist pairwise distinct vertices y,i, ..., y* of 
Di which are adjacent to x. As the sets Du ..., Dt are pairwise disjoint, the vertices 
y.y for i = l, ..., / and 7 = 1, ..., k are pairwise distinct and D is a k/-ply dominating 
set in G. 
The converse assertion is not true. In the circuit C4 of the length 4 each pair of 
non-adjacent vertices is a k-ply dominating set for k = 2, but no proper subset of it 
is a k-ply dominating set for k = 1. 
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Proposition 2. Let G be an undirected graph, let k, m be positive integers, k = m. 
Then each m-ply dominating set in G is also a k-ply dominating set in G. 
Proof is straightforward. 
For every real number a the symbol [a] will denote the greatest integer which is 
less than or equal to a and the symbol ]a[ will denote the least integer which is 
greater than or equal to a. 





Proof. Denote dk(G) = a, ]m/k[ = b. Let (3>={DU ..., Da) be a k-ply domatic 
partition of G with a classes. The number set {1, ..., a) can be partitioned into 
[a/b] classes G , ..., C\a/h\ such that one of them has a + b — [a/b]b elements and 
all other classes have b elements each. Now let D* = [J D y. Each D* is the union 
yec, 
of at least b pairwise disjoint k-ply dominating sets in G, therefore it is bk-ply 
dominating and SP* = {D*, ..., D*a/b]) is a 6k-ply domatic partition of G. We have 
bk = k]m/k[ = m, thus &* is an m-ply domatic partition of G (see the proof of 
Proposition 2). The m-ply domatic number of G is at least [a/b]~* 
ж 
Proposition 4. Let G be an undirected graph, let k be a positive integer. Let 
6(G) be the minimum degree of a vertex of G. Then 
dk(G) = [d(G)/k] + \. 
Proof. Let u be a vertex of G of degree 6(G). Let dk(G) = d and let 
{Di, ..., Dd) be a k-ply domatic partition of G with d classes. Without loss of 
generality let ueDd. For each i = \, ..., d—\ there exist vertices xlU...,yk 
adjacent to u and contained in D,. The vertices x,7 for i=\, ..., d—1 and 
7 = 1,..., k are pairwise distinct, therefore there are at least k(d — 1) vertices 
adjacent to u and k(d — 1) = d(G). This implies d = d(G)/k + 1; as d is an integer, 
we have d = dk(G) = [d(G)/k] + 1. 
Similarly as in [1] a graph G for which 6(G) = k(dk(G) — 1) holds will be called 
k-ply domatically full. 
Proposition 5. Lef Kn be a complete graph with n vertices, let k be a positive 
integer. Then 
dk(Kn) = [n/k]. 
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Proof. Let 9 be a partition of the vertex set of Km into [nlk] classes such that 
one of them has fc + n — k[nlk] vertices and all the others have fc vertices each. 
Then & is evidently a fc-ply domatic partition of Kn and d
k(Kn) = [nlk\. On the 
other hand, no fc-ply dominating set can have less than fc vertices, therefore dk(Kn) 
cannot be greater than [nlk] and we have dk(Kn) = [nlk]. 
Now we shall prove a lemma. 
Lemma. Let G be a bipartite graph on the vertex sets A, B, let fc be a positive 
integer. Let D be a k-ply dominating set in G. Then either A cz D, or B cz D, or 
| A n D | ^ f c and | B n D | ^ f c . 
Proof. Suppose that | A n D | < f c and B — D=£0. Let xeB — D. The vertex x is 
adjacent only to the vertices of A. The vertices of D adjacent to x are only those of 
AnD; but there are less than fc such vertices, therefore D is not a fc-ply 
dominating set in G, which is a contradiction. Therefore | A n D | < f c implies 
B — D = 0, i.e. B czD. Analogously | B n D | < f c implies A czD and this proves the 
assertion. 
With the help of this lemma we shall prove a theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let Km,n be a complete bipartite graph on the vertex sets A, B such 
that \A | = m, |B | = n, let fc be a positive integer. Then 
dk(Km,n) = l for min (m, n)<k, 
dk(Km,n) = 2 for fc^min(m, n)<2k, 
dk(Kmtn) = [min (m, n)lk] for min (m, n)^2k. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let m^n, i.e. min(m, n) = n. Let n < k and 
suppose that dk(Km,n) = 2. Then there exists a fc-ply domatic partition {Di, D2} of 
Km.n. We have \BnDt\^\B\ = n<k; according to Lemma either AczDi , or 
B c D i . Analogously also either A cz D2, or B cz D2. Without loss of generality let 
A cz Di. As D i n D 2 = 0, we have B cz D2 and this implies A = Di, B = D2 . But then 
\D2\ = n < k and D2 is not a fc-ply dominating set in Km,n, which is a contradiction. 
We have dk(Km,n) = 1. Now let k^n<2k. Then |A|=-fc, |B |^ fc and {A,B} is 
a fc-ply domatic partition of Km,n, which implies d
k(Km,n)^2. Suppose that it is 
greater. Then there exists a fc-ply domatic partition {Di, D2, D3} of Km,„. As 
n<2k, at most one of the sets Di, D2 , D3 may have its intersection with B of the 
cardinality at least fc. Thus without loss of generality we may suppose that 
| BnDi |< f c , |BnD 2 | < fc . This implies that either A czDi, or BczDi and similarly 
for D2. Without loss of generality let A cz Di, B cz D2. But then D3 is disjoint with 
A u B = V(Km,n), which is a contradiction. We have proved that d
k(Km,n) = 2. Now 
let n^2fc . Let l = [n/k]. Then there exists a partition {DJ, ..., D!} of A and 
a partition {Di', ..., D'/} of B such that |D ; | = |D'/| = fc for i = l, ..., / - I and 
|D! | = m + fc-fc/, |D'z'| = n + fc-fc/. Put D , = D i u D ' ; for i = l, . . . , / . Then 
{Di, ..., D/} is a fc-ply domatic partition of Km,n and d
k(Km,n) = l = [w/fc]. Any 
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partition of A u B with more than [n/k] classes has the property that at least one of 
its classes has its intersection with B of the cardinality less than k and analogously 
to the preceding cases we can prove that it cannot be a k-ply domatic partition of 
K„,,„. Thus dk(Km,n) = [n/k]. 
Theorem 2. Let Cn be a circuit of the length n. Then d
2(Cn) = 2 for n even and 
d2(Cn)=l for n odd. 
Proof. Let the vertices of Cn be ui, ..., un and the edges tuiu+x for / = 1 , .., 
n — 1 and unU\. Suppose that n is even. Put D\ = {ut\i odd}, D2={u,\i even}. 
Evidently {D\, D2) is a doubly domatic (i.e. k-ply domatic for k = 2) partition of 
Cn and d
2(Cn) = 2. According to Proposition 4 it cannot be greater, therefore 
d2(Cn) = 2. Now suppose that n is odd. Then Cn is not bipartite and in each 
partition & of V(Cn) with two classes at least one class D contains a pair of 
adjacent vertices u, v. Any of the vertices u, v is adjacent to at most one vertex not 
belonging to D, thus no class of $P distinct from D is a doubly dominating set in Cn 
and & is not a doubly domatic partition of Cn. We have d
2(Cn)= 1. 
Analogously to [2] we shall study k-ply domatically critical graphs. 
A graph G is called k-ply domatically critical (for a given positive integer k) if 
dk(G')<dk(G) for each proper spanning subgraph G' of G. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a k-ply domatically critical graph for a positive integer k, 
let dk(G) = d. Then the vertex set V(G) of G is the union of pairwise disjoint sets 
Vi, ..., Vd such that for any /, j from the numbers 1, ..., d such that i=£ j the 
subgraph G,y of G induced by the set V,u V, is a bipartite graph on the sets V,, V, 
with the property that each vertex of Gjy has degree at least k in it and each edge of 
Gn is incident with at least one vertex of degree k in Gtj. 
Proof. Let {V,, ..., V*} be a k-ply domatic partition of G. Any V, (for 
/ = 1, ..., d) is an independent set in G; otherwise by deleting an edge joining two 
vertices of V, the k-ply domatic number of G would not be diminished and G 
would not be a k-ply domatically critical graph. Let Gfy be the subgraph of G 
induced by V u V} for some / and /, /=£/. As V, V, are independent sets, the graph 
Gn is a bipartite graph on the sets V, V,. Any vertex of V, must be adjacent to at 
least k vertices of V,, therefore its degree in Giy is at least k ; analogously for each 
vertex of Vh Let e be an edge of G,,, let vt (or Vj) be its end vertex in V, (or V, 
respectively). If the degrees of i\ and v, were both greater than k, then the graph 
G' obtained from G by deleting e would have also the k-ply domatic number equal 
to d and G would not be k-ply domatically critical; this proves the assertion. 
Theorem 4. A regular graph with n vertices which is k-ply domatically full (for 
a positive integer k) with the k-ply domatic number d exists if and only if d divides 
n and kd^n. The vertex set of such a graph G is the union of pairwise disjoint sets 
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Vi, ..., Vd such that \V(\ = nld for i=l, ..., d and the subgraph G,7 of G induced by 
the set V u V, for any i, j such that i± j is a regular bipartite graph of degree k on 
the sets V, V,. 
Proof. Let G be a regular graph of degree r with n vertices which is k-ply 
domatically full with the k-ply domatic number d. Then r = 6(G) = k(d — 1). Let 
{Vi, ..., Vd} be a k-ply domatic partition of G with d classes. Let ie {1, ..., d), 
ueVi. Then the vertex u is adjacent exactly to k vertices of any V, for /-?- i and to 
no vertex of Vi. As i and u were chosen arbitrarily, the subgraph G,7 of G induced 
by VuVj for any i and /, /=£ / is a regular bipartite graph of degree k. The number 
of its edges is k|V,| = k|V,|, which implies |Vi| = |V}|. As i and / were chosen 
arbitrarily, all the sets Vi, ..., Vd have equal cardinalities, thus | V«| = nld for each i 
and d must divide n. The condition kd^n is evident. On the other hand, suppose 
that d divides n and kd^n;we shall construct the graph G. We take the vertex set 
V(G) with n vertices and a partition {Vi, ..., Vd} of V(G) with d classes, each of 
which has the cardinality nld. For any i and /, /-?-/, we construct a regular bipartite 
graph Gu of degree k on the sets Vi, V); this is always possible. The graph with the 
vertex set V(G) and with the edge set equal to the union of edge sets of all Gl7 is the 
required graph G. Evidently { Vi, ..., Vd} is a k-ply domatic partition of this graph. 
According to Proposition 4 the k-ply domatic number of G cannot exceed d, hence 
it is equal to d. The graph G is a regular graph of degree k(d- 1). 
Note that this graph G is also k-ply domatically critical. For any proper spanning 
subgraph G' of G we have 6(G')^k(d- 1 ) - 1, thus dk(G')^[(k(d- 1 ) - 1)1 
lk] + l = d-Kdk(G). 
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O k-KPATHO ДOMATИЧECKИX ЧИCЛAX ГPAФOB 
Bohdan Z e l i n k a 
P e з ю м e 
Пoдмнoжecтвo D мнoжecтвa вepшин V(G) гpaфa G нaзывaeтcя /c-кpaтнo дoминaнтным, ecли 
для кaждoй вepшины xєV(G) — D cyщecтвyeт k пoпapнo paзличныx вepшин мнoжecтвa D, 
cмeжныx c x. Paзбиeниe мнoжecтвa V(G), вce клaccы кoтopoгo являютcя /c-кpaтнo дoминaнт-
ными мнoжecтвaми в G, нaзывaeтcя k-кpaтнo дoмaтичecким paзбиeниeм гpaфa G. Maкcимaль-
нoe чиcлo клaccoв /c-кpaтнo дoмaтичecкoгo paзбиeния гpaфa G нaзывaeтcя /c-кpaтнo дoмaтичec-
ким чиcлoм гpaфa G и oбoзнaчaeтcя чepeз dk(G). Oпиcaны нeкoтopыe cвoйcтвa чиcлa dk(G). 
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